Notify Me Service Disclosure

Upon signing up for the Credit Human Federal Credit Union (Credit Human) online banking service you will be automatically enrolled to use the Notify Me service. Notifications will be sent out to the email address on file whenever a successful Credit Human online banking or mobile logon occurs on your account. Please be aware that information transmitted via email may not be secure, and Credit Human cannot guarantee the security of any information transmitted to an email address. This feature can be disabled online by accessing the Notify Me option under the settings menu in online banking. This email notification may be cancelled by Credit Human administration if sent emails are returned undeliverable. It is your responsibility to re-enable this feature after you have updated your email address.

Although the Credit Human Notify Me service is designed to give you timely notice of specific events, it cannot provide immediate notice. You may encounter errors, interruptions, delays or failures in the receipt of your Notify Me alerts which may or may not be out of the control of Credit Human, such as technical difficulties suffered by your Internet service provider or wireless communications carrier. Further, some mobile phones or certain other devices may omit a portion of the Notify Me alert. Credit Human Federal Credit Union makes no warranties to you about the timeliness of the Notify Me service or the accuracy, reliability, or completeness of any alerts or email notifications we provide you.

Your use of the Credit Human Notify Me service is at your own risk. Credit Human provides Notify Me service and its messages to you on an "as is" basis without any warranties of the any kind. Under no circumstances shall Credit Human be liable for any type of damages resulting in any way from your use of or reliance upon the Credit Human Notify Me service or the contents of specific alerts or notifications.